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Abstract
We answer a question of Rozenberg and Salomaa arising from a problem in DNA computing.
c 2002 Elsevier
This problem was posed at the ICALP conference in July 1999 in Prague. 
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Let  be a <nite alphabet. By a word w we will mean a sequence of letters from
←
→
 in which each occurrence of each letter a is assigned an orientation, a or a . A
word w is well-formed, if each letter of w occurs exactly twice. For example, for
 = {A; B; C; D}, among the words
→ ← → ← ← →

B A B C C A;

→ → ← ←

A A A A;

→ → → → ← →

A A B B D D;

← ← → →

→ → → → → → → →

A A A E E B B C;

A C B B
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the <rst two are well-formed, and the last three are not. We stress the fact that the
empty word  is well-formed.
We de<ne two operations on well-formed words. If w = xaa z, with a; a being two
occurrences of the same letter with arbitrary orientations, then the a-erase transforms
w into x z. If w = xaya z, with a; a being two occurrences of the same letter with
opposite orientation, then the a-;ip transforms w into u = xyR z, where yR is obtained
from y by reversing the order of the letters in y as well as their orientations. Both
operations preserve well-formedness.
The example below shows two sequences of operations applied to the same initial
word:
B-f lip → ← → → → → C-f lip → ← → → A-erase → → D-erase
A B A C B C D D −−−→ A C A C D D −−−→ A A D D −−−→ D D −−−→ 

→ → ← → ← → → →

A-f lip ← → ← → → → D-erase ← → ← →
A B A C B C D D −−−→ B C B C D D −−−→ B C B C

→ → ← → ← → → →

Rozenberg and Salomaa [5] considered the following problem: Given a well-formed
word w, is there a sequence of Kip and erase operations that transform w into the empty
word ? As the example above shows, some sequences of operations can reduce w
to , while other could lead to a dead-end, in which no operation can be applied.
The above question arises in research on DNA computing in vivo, in particular in
the study of gene assembly in ciliates. In ciliates, the genetic information is stored in
a scrambled form in one of its two nuclei. During the replication process, the stored
sequence of genes needs to be reassembled in the order determined by the locations of
pairs of DNA markers. In our notation, these markers are represented by the letters in
. The task of reassembly is achieved by a sequence of transformations that resemble
the erase and Kip operations de<ned above. We refer the reader to [4] for general
information on DNA computing, and to [1–3] for recent research on mathematical
modeling of gene assembly in ciliates.
In this short note, we answer the question posed in [5], by giving a simple characterization of well-formed words w that are reducible to . This characterization is
easier to formulate in terms of a certain labeled graph Gw called the overlap graph of
w, as described by Rozenberg in [5].
The vertex set of Gw is the alphabet . For any letter a that occurs in w, if its two
occurrences in w have opposite orientations, then vertex a in Gw is labeled with +,
otherwise it is labeled with −. (If a does not occur in w, the labeling is arbitrary.) The
edges are determined as follows: For any letter a in w de<ne the interval Ia = [i; j],
where i¡j are the two locations of a in w. Two intervals Ia , Ib are said to overlap
if they intersect, but neither contains the other as a subset. Then vertices a and b are
adjacent in Gw if and only if Ia and Ib overlap. As a consequence, if a letter a does
not occur in w then it is an isolated vertex in Gw .
Note that Gw does not uniquely characterize w, since diNerent well-formed words
may have the same overlap graph. Nevertheless, Gw captures enough structure of w to
determine whether w is reducible to  or not. We prove the following characterization.
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Theorem 1. A well-formed word w is reducible to  if and only if each non-singleton
connected component of Gw has a positive node.
The reduction of the word problem to the graph problem uses a transformation almost
identical to those presented by Rozenberg in [5]. Thus our main contribution is solving
the graph problem, namely proving Lemma 2.

2. Proof of Theorem 1
For the sake of completeness, we now explain the transformation from [5],
showing how the reducibility problem on strings can be transformed into a problem
about overlap graphs. We settle this problem for general graphs below in
Lemma 2.
The <rst observation is that any sequence of operations can be replaced by another
that consists of a sequence of Kips followed by a sequence of erases. For suppose that
we have an a-erase followed by a b-Kip. Since Kips do not move apart adjacent letters,
we can exchange the order of these two operations without aNecting the resulting word.
By repeating these exchanges, we can transform any sequence of operations into one
that has the desired form.
Next, note that w can be reduced to  by a sequence of erases if and only if Gw
has no edges. For if (a; b) is an edge, then Ia and Ib overlap, so we can never apply
either the a-erase or the b-erase. If Gw does not have an edge, pick a for which Ia is
shortest. The two occurrences of a in w must be consecutive, so we can execute the
a-erase and proceed recursively.
Finally, we want to determine how Kip operations aNect Gw . Clearly, after the a-Kip
vertex a is isolated in Gw . The other changes are as follows:
• For b = a, if Ib overlaps Ia then the a-Kip will change the orientation of the occurrence of b inside Ia ; thus the sign of b in Gw will get reversed. If Ib is disjoint from
Ia , wholly contains Ia , or is wholly contained in Ia , then the a-Kip either changes
the orientations of both occurrences of b or none, so it does not change the sign of
vertex b.
• Let b; c = a. Suppose <rst that one of Ib , Ic , say Ic does not overlap Ia . Ib overlaps
Ic if and only if Ic has exactly one occurrence of b inside, and the a-Kip does not
change the contents of Ic , only the ordering and orientations. Therefore, if one of
b, c is not adjacent to a, then the a-Kip does not aNect the adjacency of b and c.
Suppose now that both Ib and Ic overlap Ia , but do not overlap each other. Ia
contains one occurrence of each of b and c. We have two cases: one when Ib and
Ic are disjoint, and the other when one of them contains the other. In each case, the
order of the occurrences of b and c inside Ia changes and, after the a-Kip, Ib and Ic
will overlap. Since the reversal operation is its own inverse, we obtain that if both
b; c are adjacent to a, then the a-Kip reverses the adjacency of b; c.
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For a vertex v of Gw , by N (v) we denote the set containing all the neighbors of
v in G and the vertex v itself. Summarizing what we said above, the a-Kip has the
following eNect on Gw : (a) The signs of the vertices in N (a) are switched from +
to − and vice versa, and (b) the edges and non-edges inside N (a) are switched, that
is, every edge becomes a non-edge and vice versa (in particular, vertex a becomes
isolated and remains isolated for the rest of the game, since Kips do not aNect signs or
edges in any other component). There are no other changes in Gw . For simplicity, we
will refer to the graph operation consisting of (a) and (b) above as the a-;ip, same as
the operation on words.
The three observations above imply the following fact from [5]: w is reducible to
 if and only if there is a sequence of vertex Kips that transforms Gw into a graph
without edges.
Throughout the rest of the proof, we let G be an arbitrary graph whose vertices are
labeled with symbols + and −. To complete the proof of Theorem 1, it is suOcient
to prove the lemma below.
Lemma 2. There exists a sequence of vertex ;ips that eliminates all edges from G
if and only if each non-singleton connected component of G has a positive vertex.
Proof. Implication (⇒) is easy, since if G has a connected component C with at least
two vertices, and all vertices in C are negative, then Kips applied to other components
do not aNect the signs in C and we cannot execute any Kips for vertices in C.
We now prove (⇐). It is suOcient to show that if G has at least one edge, we can
select a vertex v to be Kipped, so that the graph after the Kip satis<es the condition
from the lemma. Since the v-Kip isolates v, by repeating this process, we can eliminate
all edges from G.
By N + (x) and N − (x) we denote the elements of N (x) labeled by + and −, respectively. Let B ⊆ V be the set of those positive vertices x for which |N − (x)| is
maximized. We choose v to be the vertex in B for which |N + (v)| is minimized.
Components of G that do not contain v are unchanged by the v-Kip. The component
containing v can become disconnected after the Kip; however, since only the edges
connecting vertices in N (v) are changed, every resulting sub-component will contain
some element from N (v). Thus it is suOcient to prove that, after the Kip, for each
vertex u ∈ N (v) − {v}, either u will be positive, or will be isolated, or will have a
positive neighbor.
If u ∈ N − (v), then u is positive after the Kip. If N − (v) − N − (u) = ∅ then any
s ∈ N − (v) − N − (u) will become a positive neighbor of u after the Kip. If N + (u) −
N + (v) = ∅ then any s ∈ N + (u) − N + (v) will remain a positive neighbor of u after the
Kip.
The last case is when u ∈ N + (v), N − (v) ⊆ N − (u) and N + (u) ⊆ N + (v). For such u,
by the de<nition of B and the fact that v ∈ B, we have N − (u) = N − (v). Hence u ∈ B
as well. By the choice of v within B, we also get that N + (u) = N + (v). We conclude
that N (v) = N (u) and, since v is isolated after the Kip, so is u.
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3. Final comments
Note that many graphs are not interval overlap graphs. Thus the problem we solve
in Lemma 2 is more general than the original question from [5], and we believe it is
of its own interest.
Our proof provides a simple and eOcient algorithm that, given any well-formed word
w, determines whether w is reducible to , and if it is, it produces the sequence of
Kip and erase operations that transform w into . We <rst build the overlap graph Gw .
If Gw has a non-singleton connected component whose all vertices are negative, the
algorithm reports that w cannot be reduced to . Otherwise, we determine the sequence
of Kips as explained in the proof of Lemma 2, and after transforming Gw into a graph
without edges, we apply erase operations to convert the resulting word to . The most
time-consuming part—determining the Kip sequence—can be easily implemented in
time O(n3 ).
We know of no eOcient method for solving a related problem: given a well-formed
word w of length 2n, do all sequence of n Kip and erase operations reduce w to ? In
other words, is it possible to reach a dead-end starting from w?
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